Ultrastructure and synaptic targets of tectothalamic terminals in the cat lateral posterior nucleus.
The recent appreciation of the fact that the pulvinar and lateral posterior (LP) nuclei receive two distinct types of cortical input has sparked renewed interest in this region of the thalamus. A key question is whether the primary or "driving" inputs to the pulvinar/LP complex originate in cortical or subcortical areas. To begin to address this issue, we examined the synaptic targets of tectothalamic terminals within the LP nucleus. Tectothalamic terminals were labeled using the anterograde transport of biotinylated dextran amine (BDA) or Phaselous leucoagglutinin placed in the superior colliculus or using immunocytochemical staining for substance P, a neurotransmitter found to be used by the tectothalamic pathway (Hutsler and Chalupa [ 1991] J. Comp. Neurol. 312:379-390). Our results suggest that most tectothalamic terminals are large and occupy a proximal position on the dendritic arbor of LP relay cells. In the medial LP, tectothalamic terminals labeled by the transport of neuronal tracers or substance P immunocytochemistry can form tubular clusters that surround the proximal dendrites of relay cells. In a rostral and lateral subdivision of the lateral LP nucleus (LPl-2), tectothalamic terminals form more typical glomerular arrangements. When compared with existing physiological data, these results suggest that a unique integration of tectal and cortical inputs may contribute to the response properties of LP neurons.